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Gsus chord easy

Today, I will give you a fun chord in science. We're going to talk about suspended chords. yes, baby! (Voice of Austin Powers) So I think you know your basic chords, right? If not, please review, then come back soon! So when you see such a chord: Esus, all this means that E is stopped. This is when you increase one of the comments in
half a step. If you were to play it on the piano you'd lift the third in the triad, so notes E, A, B. And I'm going against myself here. I know you play guitar, so piano-talk means nothing anyway, back to the guitar... (If you're just getting started, check the old record in Dsus.) So now, we're talking about E. Play your standard E main chord. Now
put your pinky over G# (third row from above) to get attention. Wala, I'm here! The suspended pattern wants to come down. Sitrum Esus for some time. Do you hear a note wanting to come down? Imagine trying to finish the song with a chord! Now play standard E key chord again. Better? Play two chords back and forth. Now you have a
90s acoustic worship song intro.  So now make sure you know all the basic chords in your sus forms. Play them back and forth with your main brothers, C, G, D, A, E and F. You can see some xs strange places in Csus and Gsus (and Texas). Just easily touch the line to mute it. If you do not understand mute, it's good, just try to learn
the chord. So, this is your tutorial suspended chords. Have fun with your suses! JGuitar's handy chord search tool allows you to quickly draw a chord charts in almost any chord symbol. Just type one or more chord characters separated by commas in the search box and press Go and JGuitar will draw chord charts for each chord
characters entered. Shows results from 1 to 6 of 14 chord shapes. Follow us on Facebook Sus4 (or just sus) means suspended 4th. The 3rd of the large or minor chord is suspended and replaced by a perfect 4. On the guitar you can easily get this chord by taking a chord shaped by a large chord and moving the main 3rd (can appear
more than once in the form of a chord) to just one fuss (semi-step). Therefore, the C-core chord has tones C (1), E (3) and G (5), the Csus4 chord has tones C (1), F (4) and G (5). Instead of Csus4, you can simply write Csus (sus = sus4). In addition, the sus4 chord also sus2 chord, which has a large 2nd (full step respectively two frets
higher than the root tone) instead of 3rd: Csus2 tones C (1), D (4) and G (5). Attention: you can almost always change sus4 to sus2 chord, but not only do it the other way around. The sus2 chord of your lead sheet can just be designed to add9 chord without the 3rd played. In this case, letting the ring 4th is like stumbling into the wasp's
nest. Therefore, carefully ear first! To make one or more bars one basic chord more interesting, you can go back and forth between sus and the main option to make a chord or you play sus in the first half of the bar and then the main one. Sus4 (or just sus) means suspended 4th. The 3rd of the large or minor chord is suspended and
replaced by a perfect 4. On the guitar you can easily get this chord by taking a chord shaped by a large chord and moving the main 3rd (can appear more than once in the form of a chord) to just one fuss (semi-step). Therefore, the C-core chord has tones C (1), E (3) and G (5), the Csus4 chord has tones C (1), F (4) and G (5). Instead of
Csus4, you can simply write Csus (sus = sus4). In addition, the sus4 chord also sus2 chord, which has a large 2nd (full step respectively two frets higher than the root tone) instead of 3rd: Csus2 tones C (1), D (4) and G (5). Attention: you can almost always change sus4 to sus2 chord, but not only do it the other way around. The sus2
chord of your lead sheet can just be designed to add9 chord without the 3rd played. In this case, letting the ring 4th is like stumbling into the wasp's nest. So carefully ask your ears first! To make one or more bars one basic chord more interesting, you can go back and forth between sus and the main option to make a chord or you play sus
in the first half of the bar and then the main one. Main.
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